# HVAC Budget Pricing

## Price per square foot (does NOT include base building duct loops)

### Relocation of Existing Equipment

- **Constant Volume** (relocate existing diffusers and ductwork) $2.00
- **VAV System** (relocate pneumatic VAV, relocate diffusers, some new diffusers) $3.00
- **VAV System** (relocate DDC VAV, relocate diffusers, some new diffusers) $3.80
- **FPB System** (relocate pneumatic FPB, relocate diffusers, some new diffusers) $3.35
- **FPB System** (relocate DDC FPB, relocate diffusers, some new diffusers) $4.00
- Cut, cap and disconnect (removal by others) $0.35

### All new boxes, distribution, and diffusers (base building loop exists)

- **Constant Volume** (new low-pressure duct, new diffusers) $3.50
- **VAV System** (new pneumatic VAV, associated ductwork, new diffusers) $4.25
- **VAV System** (new DDC VAV, associated ductwork, new diffusers) $5.25
- **FPB System** (new pneumatic FPB, associated ductwork, new diffusers) $5.40
- **FPB System** (new DDC FPB, associated ductwork, new diffusers) $7.35

## Price per unit

- Relocation of Supply Diffuser $290 ea.
- New Supply Diffuser $340 ea.
- New Return Grille $130 ea.
- Transfer Duct $425 ea.
- Fire Damper $300 ea.
- New Pneumatic VAV (Box, Duct, Grilles) $3,500 ea.
- New DDC VAV (Box, Duct, Grilles) $5,000 ea.
- New Pneumatic FPB (Box, Duct, Grilles) $5,800 ea.
- New DDC FPB (Box, Duct, Grilles) $7,800 ea.
- Relocate Pneumatic VAV (Some Duct and redo T-stat) $1,300 ea.
- Relocate DDC VAV $2,300 ea.
- Relocate Pneumatic FPB $2,700 ea.
- Relocate DDC FPB $2,700 ea.
- Relocate Pneumatic T-stat $250 ea.
- Relocate DDC T-stat $1,250 ea.
- Plenum Exhaust Fan (Fan, Duct, Grilles) $3,250 ea.
- Design & Permit Drawings $0.25 per ft.²
- RTU (RTU, Duct, Grilles) $2,800 per ton
- AHU (AHU, Duct, VAV, Grilles) $5,200 per ton
- Medium-Pressure Duct (24 x 10) $82 per linear ft.
- Medium-Pressure Duct (48 x 14) $124 per linear ft.
- Perimeter Electric Baseboard Heat (Supply only) $25-$75 per linear ft.
- Electric Cabinet Heater (Supply only) $450 ea.
- Supplemental Cooling $2,000-$10,000 per ton
- Insulation (Soft Foil Duct only) $2 per ft.²
- Test & Balance $0.25-0.50 per ft.²
- Sealing of Ductwork $4.00 per linear ft.
- Perimeter Blank-offs $3.50 per linear ft.
- LEED Requirement (add to above) $0.25-$2.00 per ft.²

---
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Note: Prices are based on typical installations. Do not use these values without consulting the HVAC Contractor. These values are estimates only. Without complete knowledge of the system, these values can be grossly incorrect.